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Question # 1
Have you ever you have been in a position As Xml Developer where you've had to fire someone? How did you feel about that experience?

Answer:-
Be very thoughtful about your answer. This is a very serious matter for most companies and requires a very serious answer. You need to express that you will do it
when it is the right thing to do but you don't want to give the impression that you're callus to the process. Don't forget that firing is not the same as laying someone off
- it typically is for the direct benefit of the company.
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
How well do you perform under pressure?

Answer:-
This is a fair question, as potential employers want to know if you're going to be able to get the job done even when things get a little bit stressful. You may say that
you thrive under pressure or that you're able to get the job done even when things get a little bit stressful, just make sure to provide some real world examples of your
ability to work under pressure in a prior job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
Describe a time when you anticipated potential problems and developed preventive measures?

Answer:-
The key here is to show that you were proactive. How did you find out about the potential problems? How did you address it quickly?
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
What have you learned from mistakes on this job?

Answer:-
Candidates without specific examples often do not seem credible. However, the example shared should be fairly inconsequential, unintentional, and a learned lesson
should be gleaned from it. Moving ahead without group assistance while assigned to a group project meant to be collaborative is a good example.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
Tell us something about yourself?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: Candidates who ramble on about themselves without regard for information that will actually help the interviewer make a decision, or candidates who
actually provide information showing they are unfit for the job. 
Good answer: An answer that gives the interviewer a glimpse of the candidate's personality, without veering away from providing information that relates to the job.
Answers should be positive, and not generic.
Read More Answers.

Question # 6
Explain me what do you know about our company?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: They don't know much about the company. If a candidate is serious and enthusiastic, they should have done some basic research.
Good answer: An answer that shows they've really done their homework and know what the company does, any important current events that involve the company,
and the work culture.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 7
What's your management style?

Answer:-
The best managers are strong but flexible, and that's exactly what you want to show off in your answer. (Think something like, "While every situation and every team
member requires a bit of a different strategy, I tend to approach my employee relationships as a coach...") Then, share a couple of your best managerial moments, like
when you grew your team from five to 15 or coached an underperforming employee to become the company's top employee.
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
Tell me why do you want this job As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: No solid answer, answers that don't align with what the job actually offers, or uninspired answers that show your position is just another of the many
jobs they're applying for.
Good answer: The candidate has clear reasons for wanting the job that show enthusiasm for the work and the position, and knowledge about the company and job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
How long do you want to work for us if we hire you?

Answer:-
Here being specific is probably not the best approach. You may consider responding, "I hope a very long time." Or "As long as we're both happy with my
performance."
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
What education or training have you had that makes you fit for this profession As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
This would be the first question asked in any interview. Therefore, it is important that you give a proper reply to the question regarding your education. You should
have all the documents and certificates pertaining to your education and/or training, although time may not allow the interviewer to review all of them.
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
What critical component of this position As Xml Developer makes the work challenging?

Answer:-
Heading information: This should include job title, pay grade or range, reporting relationship (by position, not individual), hours or shifts, and the likelihood of
overtime or weekend work. 
Summary objective of the job: List the general responsibilities and descriptions of key tasks and their purpose, relationships with customers, coworkers, and others,
and the results expected of incumbent employees. 
Qualifications: State the education, experience, training, and technical skills necessary for entry into this job. 
Special demands: This should include any extraordinary conditions applicable to the job As Xml Developer (for example, heavy lifting, exposure to temperature
extremes, prolonged standing, or travel). 
Job duties and responsibilities: Only two features of job responsibility are important: identifying tasks that comprise about 90 to 95 percent of the work done and
listing tasks in order of the time consumed (or, sometimes, in order of importance).
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
What is your dream job?

Answer:-
There is almost no good answer to this question, so don't be specific. If you tell the interviewer that the job you're applying for with his/her company is the perfect job
you may loose credibility if you don't sound believable (which you probably won't if you're not telling the truth.) If you give the interviewer some other job the
interviewer may get concerned that you'll get dissatisfied with the position if you're hired. Again, don't be specific. A good response could be, "A job where my work
ethic and abilities are recognized and I can make a meaningful difference to the organization."
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
Describe some problems you encountered in your most recent position As Xml Developer and how you resolved them?

Answer:-
Discuss your work experiences. The key is to show you're calm under pressure and can handle sensitive situations with a clear train of thought.
Read More Answers.

Question # 14
What three character traits would your friends use to describe you?

Answer:-
Friends would typically use attributes like (assuming you have these): Trustworthy, honest, hardworking, friendly, courageous, nice, diligent, organized and so forth.
Not saying you have all of these, but the best way for you to find out is to survey your friends by asking them what they consider your brand to be.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 15
Are you able to relocate if required?

Answer:-
Be completely honest and thoughtful with this one. You don't want to wake up one to find out that you're moving to a new city or state and it may be a major factor in
your eligibility for employment. But again, if you don't want to move then the job probably isn't for you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
What is the most irritating thing you've experienced about your co-workers?

Answer:-
This question is designed to find out if you get along well on team, with other and whether or not you'll be a fit with the interviewer's organization. It's a trap. Think
real hard but fail to come up anything that irritated you about your co-workers. A short positive response is best.
Read More Answers.

Question # 17
Describe what a "lot of work" looks like to you As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
Ideally you'd like to state that you can take on a lot of work - this shows your work ethic, but at the same time it's okay to tell them that you value work and life
balance.
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
If you felt like you were hitting the proverbial "wall" and getting burned out, what would you do to re-energize yourself?

Answer:-
Take a break to rest. Work in smaller increments of time to increase focus with breaks in between. Delegate tasks to those that are willing to help.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
Who are your heroes?

Answer:-
Have at least one person you consider a hero or role model. Be ready to explain why they are a hero to you and how they've inspired you to be a better person.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
Why did you leave your last job As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
Regardless of why you left your last job make sure to stay positive. Always smile and focus on the positive reason such you were seeking the opportunity to expand
your career opportunities, your interest in working with a new firm that provided greater opportunity, you desired to work in a new location, etc. Don't reference
previous job problems or differences with management that caused you to leave. If you stay positive, your answer may help you. If you're negative, you will likely
decrease your chances of getting the job for which you're interviewing.
Read More Answers.

Question # 21
Have you ever mentored anyone before? If yes, describe the situation?

Answer:-
Describe a time where you've helped someone else. Mentor ships can be informal so as you've helped someone over a period of time that can certainly count. The key
is to highlight how you utilized certain skills/attributes like coaching, teaching, patience, communication skills, and so forth to mentor that person.
Read More Answers.

Question # 22
How do you handle conflicts with people you supervise?

Answer:-
At first place, you try to avoid conflicts if you can. But once it happens and there's no way to avoid it, you try to understand the point of view of the other person and
find the solution good for everyone. But you always keep the authority of your position.
Read More Answers.

Question # 23
Was there a person in your career who really made a difference?

Answer:-
If you can't think of one, you need to get a mentor QUICKLY! Mentors can come in the form of peers, family members, co-workers, management / leaders at a
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company and so on.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
Describe yourself in three words?

Answer:-
Pick three adjectives but then back up each with a real life story that demonstrates those characteristics.
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
How do you define arrogance? Are you arrogant?

Answer:-
Arrogance is having an attitude of superiority beyond reason. Confidence is believing in yourself without being cocky. You should not be arrogant.
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
What are three positive character traits you don't have?

Answer:-
List three attributes that you aspire to attain / build in the next few years - and then explain how you would develop those.
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
What is your biggest fear?

Answer:-
Don't try to sugarcoat the answer by listing something ambitious as a fear, unless you truly mean it (for example: I fear being a great leader) - Share your real fears
but discuss how you would overcome them.
Read More Answers.

Question # 28
What's a time you disagreed with a decision that was made at work?

Answer:-
Everyone disagrees with the boss from time to time, but in asking this interview question As Xml Developer, hiring managers want to know that you can do so in a
productive, professional way. "You don't want to tell the story about the time when you disagreed but your boss was being a jerk and you just gave in to keep the
peace. And you don't want to tell the one where you realized you were wrong,".  Tell the one where your actions made a positive difference on the outcome of the
situation, whether it was a work-related outcome or a more effective and productive working relationship.
Read More Answers.

Question # 29
What types of books or magazines do you typically read?

Answer:-
Describe both your personal and professional favorites. If you happen to like professional books / magazines that relate to the industry of the company you're
applying for - that's definitely worth highlighting.
Read More Answers.

Question # 30
What is your biggest regret to date and why?

Answer:-
Describe honestly the regretful action / situation you were in but then discuss how you proactively fixed / improved it and how that helped you to improve as a
person/worker.
Read More Answers.

Question # 31
How would you impact the company?

Answer:-
Consider first the role that you're applying for and then think of 3 ways where you could potentially impact the company's bottom line and top line. Then consider
how you impact the company in a creative manner (how do you help productivity, the development of new products, marketing etc - of course this part is specific to
the role you're applying for)
Read More Answers.

Question # 32
What have you done to reduce costs, increase revenue, or save time?

Answer:-
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Even if your only experience is an internship, you have likely created or streamlined a process that has contributed to the earning potential or efficiency of the
practice. Choose at least one suitable example and explain how you got the idea, how you implemented the plan, and the benefits to the practice.
Read More Answers.

Question # 33
Why do you want to work in this industry As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
Make sure you research the industry first. Then find at least 3 core things about that industry that you're passionate about (for example: how their solutions impact
clients, their culture, the leadership, etc)
Read More Answers.

Question # 34
If you have seven white socks and nine black socks in a drawer, how many socks do you have to pull out blindly in order to ensure that you have a matching pair?

Answer:-
if the first one is one color (say, white), and the second one is the other color (black), then the third one, no matter what the color, will make a matching pair.
(Sometimes you're not supposed to think that hard.)
Read More Answers.

Question # 35
How do you feel about giving back to the community?

Answer:-
Describe your charitable activities to showcase that community work is important to you. If you haven't done one yet, go to www.globalguideline.com - charitable
work is a great way to learn about other people and it's an important part of society - GET INVOLVED!
Read More Answers.

Question # 36
How meticulous are you with details?

Answer:-
Being detailed is important for many types of job roles. Typically you want to highlight how you've done that in previous roles. Example: "Being meticulous is
important to me. In my last job, I had to count the money in the register as a cashier to make sure it matched to the receipts down to the last penny." This was to
ensure there wasn't any "wrongdoing" at the company by any of the cashiers and I was always accurate in my reports.
Read More Answers.

Question # 37
What do you know about our competition?

Answer:-
Make sure you do your research on their competitors. You can find this by going to yahoo finance and click on their competitors (if they are public). From there
research the news on them and go to their websites to understand their positioning on solutions and vision. You can also research local regional companies that are
their competition (if it's a smaller private company on a regional scale) by simply typing in similar product offerings in the Google search followed by the city. Make
sure you know their competitor's vision, products, culture, and how they are differentiated against their competition (and if they're not, how they could be)
Read More Answers.

Question # 38
Why were you fired?

Answer:-
OK, if you get the admittedly much tougher follow-up question as to why you were let go (and the truth isn't exactly pretty), your best bet is to be honest (the
job-seeking world is small, after all). But it doesn't have to be a deal-breaker. Share how you've grown and how you approach your job and life now as a result. If you
can position the learning experience as an advantage for this next job, even better.
Read More Answers.

Question # 39
How long do you envision yourself staying with this company?

Answer:-
Understand that companies invest a lot of money into hiring the right staff. You want to emphasize that you are in it for the long run and you want to develop a career
there and that it's not just a "5 month stepping stone" type of a job. You should be thinking how you're going to grow with that company. After all, don't you want to
invest your energy and time with a company that is going to continue to be successful and one that will help you grow?
Read More Answers.

Question # 40
Can you perform Internet research? Please describe to me your steps in doing so?

Answer:-
Internet research can entail Google searches, industry sites, news articles, social networks and company websites.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 41
Describe to me the position As Xml Developer you're applying for?

Answer:-
This is a "homework" question, too, but it also gives some clues as to the perspective the person brings to the table. The best preparation you can do is to read the job
description and repeat it to yourself in your own words so that you can do this smoothly at the interview.
Read More Answers.

Question # 42
Explain an occasion when you had to adapt in the face of a difficult situation?

Answer:-
One of the most useful interview tactics is to remain positive about your work and achievements. This question lets the candidate draw on their own personal history
to show how they have been positive and successful in the face of difficulties. Choose a specific occasion to describe, rather than dealing with generic platitudes.
Read More Answers.

Question # 43
How do you think I rate as an interviewer?

Answer:-
I think you did fine. I'm sure you've conducted a lot of interviews, and it's probably second nature for you now. Thanks for taking the time to meet with me today. I'm
sure you have a lot of things you have to juggle every day.
I'd say you rate at least ten out of ten. The questions you asked seemed spot on. I can tell you guys are working hard to find the perfect applicant for the job. I'm glad I
could meet with you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 44
What types of personalities do you work with best?

Answer:-
In the past, I have found it difficult to work with others who see themselves as better than others, who can take criticism, and who refuse to work with others. I have
found it challenging to work with them b/c I am a team oriented person who feels the importance of working together over the needs of the individual especially in a
learning environment.
Read More Answers.

Question # 45
Rate yourself on a scale of 10?

Answer:-
If you truly believe you're a 10, you better be able to explain why with examples / stories. If you believe you're a great contributor and have room to grow, say 8 or 9.
If you're below that, explain what you would do to improve yourself to get the ranking you believe you can be.
Read More Answers.

Question # 46
What's your salary history?

Answer:-
When you are interviewing for a new job, it is common practice for the company to ask you about your salary history. I typically want to know what the candidate's
base salary is, if they receive any bonus, the average bonus amount, and any additional compensation or perks, such as 500k matching, stock grants or stock options,
paid time off and how much they are required to pay towards their medical premiums.
Read More Answers.

Question # 47
How would your friends describe you?

Answer:-
My friends would probably say that I'm extremely persistent - I've never been afraid to keep going back until I get what I want. When I worked as a program
developer, recruiting keynote speakers for a major tech conference, I got one rejection after another - this was just the nature of the job. But I really wanted the big
players - so I wouldn't take no for an answer. I kept going back to them every time there was a new company on board, or some new value proposition. Eventually,
many of them actually said "yes" - the program turned out to be so great that we doubled our attendees from the year before. A lot of people might have given up after
the first rejection, but it's just not in my nature. If I know something is possible, I have to keep trying until I get it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 48
What's the least rewarding work you've ever done and why?

Answer:-
Describe work you've done that you feel doesn't take advantage of your full potential. For example, "I once had to make paper copies for my job and I feel it didn't
take full advantage of my skills. However, it did teach me to be humble in my work and to appreciate a good opportunity when it arose to use my skills"
Read More Answers.

Question # 49
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What would your first 30, 60, or 90 days look like in this role As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
Start by explaining what you'd need to do to get ramped up. What information would you need? What parts of the company would you need to familiarize yourself
with? What other employees would you want to sit down with? Next, choose a couple of areas where you think you can make meaningful contributions right away.
(e.g., "I think a great starter project would be diving into your email marketing campaigns and setting up a tracking system for them.") Sure, if you get the job, you (or
your new employer) might decide there's a better starting place, but having an answer prepared will show the interviewer where you can add immediate impact-and
that you're excited to get started.
Read More Answers.

Question # 50
Explain me about a time when you reached a goal within a tight deadline?

Answer:-
I work well under pressure to meet deadlines without jeopardizing the quality of my work. I have always worked in a fast pace environment where we are constantly
under pressure to achieve best results within a time frame.
Read More Answers.

Question # 51
What would you like to have accomplished by the end of your career?

Answer:-
Think of 3 major achievements that you'd like to accomplish in your job when all is said and done - and think BIG. You want to show you expect to be a major
contributor at the company. It could be creating a revolutionary new product, it could be implementing a new effective way of marketing, etc.
Read More Answers.

Question # 52
What do you know about this department?

Answer:-
One good way to find out about the department is to try to "informally" interview the existing employees over coffee (outside of the office) if possible. It's hard if you
don't have any connections there, but if you do a great way to learn about it. Other than that, it's often hard to learn about the department so you can turn the table
back on them by asking questions to learn about it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 53
What kind of salary do you need As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
This is a loaded question and a nasty little game that you will probably lose if you answer first. So, do not answer it. Instead, say something like, that's a tough
question. Can you tell me the range for this position? In most cases, the interviewer, taken off guard, will tell you. If not, say that it can depend on the details of the
job. Then give a wide range.
Read More Answers.

Question # 54
Do you work well under pressure?

Answer:-
Yes.. When it comes down to the wire, the best thing I can to remain focused, have some flexibility, and understand priorities.. Giving them attention in the order they
are needed.
Read More Answers.

Question # 55
Tell me one thing about yourself you wouldn't want me to know?

Answer:-
Talk about a trait that you would consider a weakness. No need to talk about your deepest darkest secrets here.
Read More Answers.

Question # 56
Do you think you have enough experience As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
If you do not have the experience they need, you need to show the employer that you have the skills, qualities and knowledge that will make you equal to people with
experience but not necessary the skills. It is also good to add how quick you can pick up the routine of a new job role.
Read More Answers.

Question # 57
How do you decide what to delegate and to whom?

Answer:-
Identify the strengths of your team members and their availability based on the priorities they have on their plate. From there, invest the tasks upon each member
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based on where you think you'll get the best return.
Read More Answers.

Question # 58
Are you planning to continue your studies and training As Xml Developer?

Answer:-
If asked about plans for continued education, companies typically look for applicants to tie independent goals with the aims of the employer. Interviewers consistently
want to see motivation to learn and improve. Continuing education shows such desires, especially when potentials display interests in academia potentially benefiting
the company. 
Answering in terms of "I plan on continuing my studies in the technology field," when offered a question from a technology firm makes sense. Tailor answers about
continued studies specific to desired job fields. Show interest in the industry and a desire to work long-term in said industry. Keep answers short and to the point,
avoiding diatribes causing candidates to appear insincere.
Read More Answers.

Question # 59
What features of your previous jobs have you disliked?

Answer:-
It's easy to talk about what you liked about your job in an interview, but you need to be careful when responding to questions about the downsides of your last
position. When you're asked at a job interview about what you didn't like about your previous job, try not to be too negative. You don't want the interviewer to think
that you'll speak negatively about this job or the company should you eventually decide to move on after they have hired you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 60
Why do you want to work As Xml Developer for this organisation?

Answer:-
Being unfamiliar with the organisation will spoil your chances with 75% of interviewers, according to one survey, so take this chance to show you have done your
preparation and know the company inside and out. You will now have the chance to demonstrate that you've done your research, so reply mentioning all the positive
things you have found out about the organisation and its sector etc. This means you'll have an enjoyable work environment and stability of employment etc -
everything that brings out the best in you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 61
Do you like to start personal relationships with other employees?

Answer:-
Well, the right answer is yes and no. Good personal relations can improve the overall performance of a team. But on the other hand, you should not let your emotions
to affect your decisions in work.
Read More Answers.
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